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7s start WH- 

WHACKED ACDEHKW intoxicated [adj] / WHACK, to strike sharply [v] 

WHACKER ACEHKRW one that whacks (to strike sharply) [n -S] 

WHACKOS ACHKOSW WHACKO, wacko (wacky person) [n] 

WHALERS AEHLRSW WHALER, person engaged in whaling [n] 

WHALING AGHILNW industry of hunting and processing whales [n -S] / WHALE, to engage in hunting of whales (large marine mammals) [v] 

WHAMMED ADEHMMW WHAM, to hit with loud impact [v] 

WHANGED ADEGHNW WHANG, to beat with whip [v] 

WHANGEE AEEGHNW Asian grass [n -S] 

WHAPPED ADEHPPW WHAP, to whop (to strike forcibly) [v] 

WHAPPER AEHPPRW whopper (something unusually large) [n -S] 

WHARFED ADEFHRW WHARF, to moor to wharf (docking place for vessels) [v] 

WHARVES AEHRSVW WHARVE, round piece of wood used in spinning thread [n] 

WHATCHA AACHHTW greeting [interj] 

WHATNOT AHNOTTW ornamental set of shelves [n -S] 

WHATSIS AHISSTW whatsit (something whose name is unknown or forgotten) [n -ES] 

WHATSIT AHISTTW something whose name is unknown or forgotten [n -S] 

WHEATEN AEEHNTW pale yellowish color [n -S] 

WHEEDLE DEEEHLW to attempt to persuade by flattery [v -D, -LING, -S] 

WHEELED DEEEHLW WHEEL, to convey on wheels (circular frames designed to turn on axis) [v] 

WHEELER EEEHLRW one that wheels (to convey on wheels (circular frames designed to turn on axis)) [n -S] 

WHEELIE EEEHILW maneuver made on wheeled vehicle [n -S] 

WHEEPED DEEEHPW WHEEP, to wheeple (to give forth prolonged whistle) [v] 

WHEEPLE EEEHLPW to give forth prolonged whistle [v -D, -LING, -S] 

WHEEZED DEEEHWZ WHEEZE, to breathe with whistling sound [v] 

WHEEZER EEEHRWZ one that wheezes (to breathe with whistling sound) [n -S] 

WHEEZES EEEHSWZ WHEEZE, to breathe with whistling sound [v] 

WHELMED DEEHLMW WHELM, to cover with water [v] 

WHELPED DEEHLPW WHELP, to give birth to [v] 

WHEREAS AEEHRSW introductory statement of formal document [n -ES] 

WHEREAT AEEHRTW at which [conj] 

WHEREBY BEEHRWY by which [conj] 

WHEREIN EEHINRW in which [conj] 

WHEREOF EEFHORW of which [conj] 

WHEREON EEHNORW on which [conj] 

WHERETO EEHORTW to which [conj] 

WHERVES EEHRSVW WHERVE, wharve (round piece of wood used in spinning thread) [n] 

WHETHER EEHHRTW if it be case that [conj] 

WHETTED DEEHTTW WHET, to sharpen by friction [v] 

WHETTER EEHRTTW one that whets (to sharpen by friction) [n -S] 

WHEYISH EHHISWY WHEY, watery part of milk [adj] 

WHICKER CEHIKRW to whinny (to neigh in low or gentle manner) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

WHIDAHS ADHHISW WHIDAH, whydah (African bird) [n] 

WHIDDED DDDEHIW WHID, to move rapidly and quietly [v] 

WHIFFED DEFFHIW WHIFF, to blow or convey with slight gusts of air [v] 

WHIFFER EFFHIRW one that whiffs (to blow or convey with slight gusts of air) [n -S] 

WHIFFET EFFHITW insignificant person [n -S] 
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WHIFFLE EFFHILW to move or think erratically [v -D, -LING, -S] 

WHILING GHIILNW WHILE, to cause to pass pleasantly [v] 

WHIMPER EHIMPRW to cry with plaintive, broken sounds [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

WHIMSEY EHIMSWY whimsy (whim (impulsive idea)) [n -S] 

WHINERS EHINRSW WHINER, one that whines (to utter plaintive, high-pitched sound) [n] 

WHINGED DEGHINW WHINGE, to whine (to utter plaintive, high-pitched sound) [v] 

WHINGER EGHINRW one that whinges (to whine (to utter plaintive, high-pitched sound)) [n -S] 

WHINGES EGHINSW WHINGE, to whine (to utter plaintive, high-pitched sound) [v] 

WHINIER EHIINRW WHINEY, whiny (tending to whine) [adj] / WHINY [adj] 

WHINING GHIINNW WHINE, to utter plaintive, high-pitched sound [v] 

WHIPPED DEHIPPW WHIP, to strike with whip (instrument for administering corporal punishment) [v] 

WHIPPER EHIPPRW one that whips (to strike with whip (instrument for administering corporal punishment)) [n -S] 

WHIPPET EHIPPTW small, swift dog [n -S] 

WHIPPIT HIIPPTW small container of nitrous oxide [n -S] 

WHIPRAY AHIPRWY stingray (flat-bodied marine fish) [n -S] 

WHIPSAW AHIPSWW to cut with narrow, tapering saw [v -ED, -N, -ING, -S] 

WHIRLED DEHILRW WHIRL, to revolve rapidly [v] 

WHIRLER EHILRRW one that whirls (to revolve rapidly) [n -S] 

WHIRRED DEHIRRW WHIR, to move with buzzing sound [v] / WHIRR [v] 

WHISHED DEHHISW WHISH, to move with hissing sound [v] 

WHISHES EHHISSW WHISH, to move with hissing sound [v] 

WHISHTS HHISSTW WHISHT, to hush (to quiet (to cause to be quiet)) [v] 

WHISKED DEHIKSW WHISK, to move briskly [v] 

WHISKER EHIKRSW hair on man's face [n -S] 

WHISKEY EHIKSWY liquor [n -S] 

WHISPER EHIPRSW to speak softly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

WHISTED DEHISTW WHIST, to hush (to quiet (to cause to be quiet)) [v] 

WHISTLE EHILSTW to make shrill, clear musical sound [v -D, -LING, -S] 

WHITELY EHILTWY in white (of color of pure snow) manner [adv] 

WHITENS EHINSTW WHITEN, to make white [v] 

WHITEST EHISTTW WHITE, of color of pure snow [adj] 

WHITHER EHHIRTW to what place [adv] 

WHITIER EHIIRTW WHITY, whitish (somewhat white) [adj] 

WHITING GHIINTW marine food fish [n -S] / WHITE, to whiten (to make white) [v] 

WHITISH HHIISTW somewhat white [adj] 

WHITLOW HILOTWW inflammation of finger or toe [n -S] 

WHITTER EHIRTTW large draft of liquor [n -S] 

WHITTLE EHILTTW to cut or shave bits from [v -D, -LING, -S] 

WHIZZED DEHIWZZ WHIZ, to move with buzzing or hissing sound [v] / WHIZZ [v] 

WHIZZER EHIRWZZ one that whizzes (to move with buzzing or hissing sound) [n -S] 

WHIZZES EHISWZZ WHIZ, to move with buzzing or hissing sound [v] / WHIZZ [v] 

WHOEVER EEHORVW whatever person [pron] 

WHOLISM HILMOSW holism (philosophical theory) [n -S] 

WHOMPED DEHMOPW WHOMP, to defeat decisively [v] 

WHOOFED DEFHOOW WHOOF, to make deep snorting sound [v] 

WHOOMPH HHMOOPW whoomp (sudden loud sound) [n -S] 

WHOOMPS HMOOPSW WHOOMP, sudden loud sound [n] 
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WHOOPED DEHOOPW WHOOP, to utter loud cries [v] 

WHOOPEE EEHOOPW boisterous fun [n -S] 

WHOOPER EHOOPRW one that whoops (to utter loud cries) [n -S] 

WHOOPIE EHIOOPW whoopee (boisterous fun) [n -S] 

WHOOPLA AHLOOPW noisy commotion [n -S] 

WHOOSIS HIOOSSW object or person whose name is not known [n -ES] 

WHOPPED DEHOPPW WHOP, to strike forcibly [v] 

WHOPPER EHOPPRW something unusually large [n -S] 

WHORING GHINORW use of services of prostitute [n -S] / WHORE, to consort with prostitutes [v] 

WHORISH HHIORSW lewd (obscene (indecent (not decent))) [adj] 

WHORLED DEHLORW WHORL, to move in twisted or convoluted fashion [v] 

WHORTLE EHLORTW whort (edible berry) [n -S] 

WHOSESO EHOOSSW possessive of whoso [pron] 

WHOSITS HIOSSTW WHOSIT, whoosis (object or person whose name is not known) [n] 

WHUMPED DEHMPUW WHUMP, to thump (to strike so as to make dull, heavy sound) [v] 

WHUPPED DEHPPUW WHUP, to defeat decisively [v] 

WHYDAHS ADHHSWY WHYDAH, African bird [n] 

 

7s contain -WH- 

BOWHEAD ABDEHOW arctic whale [n -S] 

BOWHUNT BHNOTUW to hunt with bow and arrow [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COWHAGE ACEGHOW cowage (tropical vine) [n -S] 

COWHAND ACDHNOW ranch worker [n -S] 

COWHERB BCEHORW annual herb [n -S] 

COWHERD CDEHORW one who tends cattle (domesticated bovines) [n -S] 

COWHIDE CDEHIOW to flog with leather whip [v -D, -DING, -S] 

ENWHEEL EEEHLNW to encircle (to form circle around) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

NARWHAL AAHLNRW arctic aquatic mammal [n -S] 

NOWHERE EEHNORW nonexistent place [n -S] 

RAWHIDE ADEHIRW to beat with type of whip [v -D, -DING, -S] 

TOWHEAD ADEHOTW head of light blond hair [n -S] 

TOWHEES EEHOSTW TOWHEE, common finch [n] 

UNWHITE EHINTUW not white (of color of pure snow) [adj] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s start WH- 

WHACKIER ACEHIKRW WHACKY, wacky (very irrational) [adj] 

WHACKING ACGHIKNW act or instance of striking something sharply [n -S] / WHACK, to strike sharply [v] 

WHACKOES ACEHKOSW WHACKO, wacko (wacky person) [n] 

WHALEMAN AAEHLMNW whaler (person engaged in whaling) [n -MEN] 

WHAMMIES AEHIMMSW WHAMMY, supernatural spell bringing bad luck [n] 

WHAMMING AGHIMMNW WHAM, to hit with loud impact [v] 

WHANGING AGGHINNW WHANG, to beat with whip [v] 

WHAPPING AGHINPPW WHAP, to whop (to strike forcibly) [v] 

WHARFAGE AAEFGHRW use of wharf [n -S] 

WHARFING AFGHINRW WHARF, to moor to wharf (docking place for vessels) [v] 
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WHATEVER AEEHRTVW being what or who it may be [adj] 

WHATNESS AEHNSSTW true nature of something [n -ES] 

WHEATEAR AAEEHRTW small bird of northern regions [n -S] 

WHEEDLER DEEEHLRW one that wheedles (to attempt to persuade by flattery) [n -S] 

WHEELING EEGHILNW condition of road for vehicles [n -S] / WHEEL, to convey on wheels (circular frames designed to turn on axis) [v] 

WHEELMAN AEEHLMNW helmsman (one that steers ship) [n -MEN] 

WHEEPING EEGHINPW WHEEP, to wheeple (to give forth prolonged whistle) [v] 

WHEEZIER EEEHIRWZ WHEEZY, characterized by wheezing [adj] 

WHEEZILY EEHILWYZ WHEEZY, characterized by wheezing [adv] 

WHEEZING EEGHINWZ WHEEZE, to breathe with whistling sound [v] 

WHELKIER EEHIKLRW WHELKY, marked with whelks [adj] 

WHELMING EGHILMNW WHELM, to cover with water [v] 

WHELPING EGHILNPW WHELP, to give birth to [v] 

WHENEVER EEEHNRVW at whatever time [conj] 

WHEREVER EEEHRRVW in or to whatever place [conj] 

WHERRIED DEEHIRRW WHERRY, to transport in light rowboat [v] 

WHERRIES EEHIRRSW WHERRY, to transport in light rowboat [v] 

WHETTING EGHINTTW WHET, to sharpen by friction [v] 

WHEYFACE ACEEFHWY pale, sallow face [n -S] 

WHEYLIKE EEHIKLWY resembling whey (watery part of milk) [adj] 

WHIDDING DDGHIINW WHID, to move rapidly and quietly [v] 

WHIFFIER EFFHIIRW WHIFFY, having unpleasant smell [adj] 

WHIFFING FFGHIINW WHIFF, to blow or convey with slight gusts of air [v] 

WHIFFLER EFFHILRW one that whiffles (to move or think erratically) [n -S] 

WHIMBREL BEHILMRW shore bird [n -S] 

WHIMSIED DEHIIMSW WHIMSY, whim (impulsive idea) [adj] 

WHIMSIES EHIIMSSW WHIMSY, whim (impulsive idea) [n] 

WHINCHAT ACHHINTW songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

WHINGIER EGHIINRW WHINGY, tending to whinge [adj] 

WHINGING GGHIINNW WHINGE, to whine (to utter plaintive, high-pitched sound) [v] 

WHINIEST EHIINSTW WHINEY, whiny (tending to whine) [adj] / WHINY [adj] 

WHINNIED DEHIINNW WHINNY, to neigh in low or gentle manner [v] 

WHINNIER EHIINNRW WHINNY, abounding in whin [adj] 

WHINNIES EHIINNSW WHINNY, to neigh in low or gentle manner [v] 

WHIPCORD CDHIOPRW strong, twisted cord [n -S] 

WHIPLASH AHHILPSW to strike with lash of whip [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

WHIPLESS EHILPSSW lacking whip [adj] 

WHIPLIKE EHIIKLPW resembling whip [adj] 

WHIPPIER EHIIPPRW WHIPPY, pertaining to or resembling whip [adj] 

WHIPPING GHIINPPW material used to whip [n -S] / WHIP, to strike with whip (instrument for administering corporal punishment) [v] 

WHIPTAIL AHIILPTW lizard having long, slender tail [n -S] 

WHIPWORM HIMOPRWW parasitic worm [n -S] 

WHIRLIER EHIILRRW WHIRLY, marked by whirling motion [adj] 

WHIRLIES EHIILRSW WHIRLY, small tornado [n] 

WHIRLING GHIILNRW WHIRL, to revolve rapidly [v] 

WHIRRIED DEHIIRRW WHIRRY, to hurry (to move swiftly) [v] 

WHIRRIES EHIIRRSW WHIRRY, to hurry (to move swiftly) [v] 
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WHIRRING GHIINRRW WHIR, to move with buzzing sound [v] / WHIRR [v] 

WHISHING GHHIINSW WHISH, to move with hissing sound [v] 

WHISHTED DEHHISTW WHISHT, to hush (to quiet (to cause to be quiet)) [v] 

WHISKIES EHIIKSSW WHISKY, whiskey (liquor) [n] 

WHISKING GHIIKNSW WHISK, to move briskly [v] 

WHISPERY EHIPRSWY resembling whisper [adj] 

WHISTING GHIINSTW WHIST, to hush (to quiet (to cause to be quiet)) [v] 

WHISTLER EHILRSTW one that whistles (to make shrill, clear musical sound) [n -S] 

WHITECAP ACEHIPTW wave with crest of foam [n -S] 

WHITEFLY EFHILTWY small whitish insect [n -LIES] 

WHITENED DEEHINTW WHITEN, to make white [v] 

WHITENER EEHINRTW one that whitens (to make white) [n -S] 

WHITEOUT EHIOTTUW arctic weather condition [n -S] 

WHITIEST EHIISTTW WHITY, whitish (somewhat white) [adj] 

WHITRACK ACHIKRTW weasel [n -S] 

WHITTLER EHILRTTW one that whittles (to cut or shave bits from) [n -S] 

WHITTRET EHIRTTTW weasel [n -S] 

WHIZBANG ABGHINWZ type of explosive shell [n -S] 

WHIZZIER EHIIRWZZ WHIZZY, marvelous in construction or operation [adj] 

WHIZZING GHIINWZZ WHIZ, to move with buzzing or hissing sound [v] / WHIZZ [v] 

WHODUNIT DHINOTUW mystery story [n -S] 

WHOMEVER EEHMORVW objective case of whoever [pron] 

WHOMPING GHIMNOPW WHOMP, to defeat decisively [v] 

WHOOFING FGHINOOW WHOOF, to make deep snorting sound [v] 

WHOOPING GHINOOPW WHOOP, to utter loud cries [v] 

WHOOSHED DEHHOOSW WHOOSH, to move with hissing sound [v] 

WHOOSHES EHHOOSSW WHOOSH, to move with hissing sound [v] 

WHOPPING GHINOPPW WHOP, to strike forcibly [v] 

WHOREDOM DEHMOORW prostitution [n -S] 

WHORESON EHNOORSW bastard (illegitimate child) [n -S] 

WHORLING GHILNORW WHORL, to move in twisted or convoluted fashion [v] 

WHOSEVER EEHORSVW possessive case of whoever [pron] 

WHOSISES EHIOSSSW WHOSIS, whoosis (object or person whose name is not known) [n] 

WHUMPING GHIMNPUW WHUMP, to thump (to strike so as to make dull, heavy sound) [v] 

WHUPPING GHINPPUW WHUP, to defeat decisively [v] 

 

8s contain -WH- 

ANYWHERE AEEHNRWY any place [n -S] 

BLOWHARD ABDHLORW braggart (one who brags) [n -S] 

BLOWHOLE BEHLLOOW air or gas vent [n -S] 

BOBWHITE BBEHIOTW game bird [n -S] 

BULLWHIP BHILLPUW to strike with long whip [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

COGWHEEL CEEGHLOW toothed wheel [n -S] 

EREWHILE EEEHILRW some time ago [adv] 

FLYWHEEL EEFHLLWY heavy disk used in machinery [n -S] 

NARWHALE AAEHLNRW narwhal (arctic aquatic mammal) [n -S] 

NONWHITE EHINNOTW person who is not of white race [n -S] 
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OUTWHIRL HILORTUW to surpass in whirling [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PINWHEEL EEHILNPW to revolve at end of stick [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PLOWHEAD ADEHLOPW clevis of plow [n -S] 

SAWHORSE AEHORSSW rack used to support piece of wood being sawed [n -S] 

SOMEWHAT AEHMOSTW unspecified number or part [n -S] 

SOMEWHEN EEHMNOSW sometime (at some future time) [adv] 

STRAWHAT AAHRSTTW pertaining to summer theater situated in resort area [adj] 


